LAARS HERBST WITH MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE GRANTED ORAL APPROVAL ON 5-19-92 TO JORDAN McNAY TO PROCEED WITH OUTLINED PROCEDURE.

SEE ATTACHED FOR PROCEDURE.

TD: 9400' MD/TVD
MW: 14.8 ppg

SUBSURFACE SAFETY VALVE, MANU. AND TYPE

17. I hereby certify that the foregoing is true and correct.

SIGNED

(Orig. Sgd.) Lars F. Herbst

DATE 05/26/92

(Copy of Federal or State office use)

APPROVED

(Orig. Sgd.) Lars F. Herbst

DATE

NOTE: - L. Herbst

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
TOTAL DEPTH: 9400' MD/TVD
MUD WEIGHT: 14.8 PPG
CASING PROGRAM: 26" @ 478'; 16" @ 1000'; 10-3/4" @ 2785'; 7-5/8" @ 5904'

NOTE: LARS HERBST WITH MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE GRANTED ORAL APPROVAL ON 3/19/92 TO JORDAN MCNAY TO PROCEED WITH OUTLINED PROCEDURE.

1. Set a cement plug in the 7-5/8" X 10-3/4" annulus from 800' to 500' with 6c sxS Class "H" Neat mixed at 16.4 ppg slurry weight.

2. RIH open-ended and spotted a cement plug from 6750' to 6544' with 50 sxS Class "H" mixed at 16.4 ppg slurry weight.

3. CBU. POOH to 6004'. Spotted a cement plug from 6004' to 5804' with 80 sxS Class "H" mixed at 16.4 ppg slurry weight.

4. Tested cement plug to 1000 psi for 30 minutes.

5. RIH to 550'. Set a surface cement plug from 560' to 400' with 38 sxS Class "H" mixed at 16.4 ppg slurry weight.

6. ND BOP's. Cut 7-5/8" at 374; 10-3/4" @ 370'; 16" @ 346' and 26" drive pipe at 322' (19' BML).

7. Ran bottom stationary sonar scan in 300' radius for site clearance verification.

8. Lease OCS-G 8724, Well No. 1 plugged and abandoned on 5/21/92. Released rig on 5/22/92.
SURFACE CEMENT PLUG FROM 560' - 400' W/38 SXS "H"

SET A CEMENT PLUG IN 7 5/8" X 10 3/4" ANNULUS FROM 800' - 500' W/66 SXS

CEMENT PLUG FROM 6004' - 5804' W/80 SXS "H"

CEMENT PLUG FROM 6750' - 6544' W/50 SXS "H"

TD: 9400' MD/TVD
MW: 14.8 PPG

RKB TO ML = 303'
MLH @ 340'
26" @ 478'
CUT & PULLED AT 322' (19' BML)

16" @ 1000'
CUT & PULLED AT 346' (43' BML)

10 3/4" @ 2785'
CUT AND PULLED @ 370' (67' BML)

7 5/8" @ 5904'
CUT AND PULLED @ 374' (71' BML)

UMC PETROLEUM CORPORATION
ACTUAL P & A WELBORE SCHEMATIC
OCS-G LEASE 8724, WELL NO. 1
SOUTH TIMBALIER BLOCK 228
(DATE: 5-21-92, JN)

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
DATE 5/9/42

NEW ORLEANS DISTRICT
RECORD OF VERBAL APPROVAL

COMPANY: UMC

AREA & BLOCK: ST 228

LEASE NO.: 8224

WELL NO.: 1

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE: JORDAN McNAY

RIG NAME:

OPERATION(S) TO BE PERFORMED:

TD 9400'

SPOT CHT PLUS ACROSS SAND 6644 - 6650 (100' ABOVE BELOW)

7 5/8' CASING @ 5904 SPOT 100' CHT ABOVE BELOW

TEST TO 1000 PS.

30 7 5/8' AND 10 3/4' @ MLH @ 341 (MWL @ 301)

SURFACE PLUG 400 - 550

7 5/8' X 10 3/4' 300' CMT 500 - 800

APPROVAL GRANTED BY: HERBST

FORWARD TO:

_________ DRILLING ENGINEER

_________ PRODUCTION ENGINEER

_________ COMPLETION/WORKOVER ENGINEER

_________ TECHNICIANS (DRILLING____, PRODUCTION____)

_________ WELL FILE

BEST AVAILABLE COPY